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MMUS 31.14.2015, 21:33This is exactly what I have been saying all along. If your computer works fine on itunes 11.3, then
why the hell are you installing pirated apps from the App Store?!? It doesn't make sense to me. I use my tablet and itunes not to
download music or apps but to record it and then send it to my MacBook Pro or desktop to upload to itunes and then put it on
the ipod. It's so easy, especially when you have that Apple Wireless Keyboard. I don't think it's feasible at all that my computer
is infected, which means it's not a USB issue, and thus it's either a MacOS problem or itunes 11.3 issue. If you use winFF and
it's a Windows problem, then my guess is that it is a bluetooth problem. The MMDevices Device Manager can tell if it's a media
player or if it's bluetooth. If it's a media player, my guess is that winFF doesn't see it and it's too hard to get it to recognize it. If
it's a bluetooth, then there's a problem with winFF and/or MediaMonkey. Anyways, if you have no clue what I'm talking about,
then I'll try to explain. I use winFF to record to my iPod from my desktop. The recorder is a USB to MicroSD adapter, and I use
Windows 7. The iPod is an older iPod nano 8GB. If it's an issue with iTunes 11.3 and winFF, then what I do is take the iPod
nano out of my pocket. I then put it on my desktop and plug it into my USB port to record. Then I put the iPod back in my
pocket and plug my wireless keyboard into my desktop. I then hit the "on" button on my wireless keyboard and, in iTunes, hit
the record button. WinFF starts recording to the iPod nano, which is connected via USB to the desktop. I then turn off the
recording by hitting the stop button on the wireless keyboard, which sends an infrared signal to the iPod nano to stop recording.
When I remove the wireless keyboard, winFF stops recording. Simple as that. It's not the most technical explanation. However,
if it works with winFF, then it's obviously an iTunes 11.3 issue, which is why I'm posting this thread. Like I said before, the
issue is not the computer. It is a bluetooth issue and therefore not a winFF issue. Z.F.August 1, 2012, 16:13 Hi I am having the
same problem. I used to have my ipod nano 8gb. it was working fine until about two weeks ago. I didn't think anything of it and
as usual I did a
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